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 Monster Makeup FX™ provides practical (in-

camera) special FX and special effects makeup for 

movies, television shows, and media productions 

of all sizes.  

 

 Experience on over 20 
feature films plus 
numerous shorts & TV 
series. 

 Specialties Include: 
o Prosthetic Makeup 
o HD Beauty, 

Straight, and FX 
Makeup 

o Department 
Coordination & 
Leadership 
(Department Head)  

 IATSE Local 7 Theatrical, 
Stage, and Film 
Exhibition Union 

 Colorado Film & Video 
Association (CFVA) 

 Concept design, fabrication, prototyping, and 

manufacturing/reproduction underpin the entire 

practical special FX and special effects makeup 

industry; Monster Makeup FX focuses thousands of 

hours of design & prototyping experience on every 

client concept from small independent feature films 

to consumer products to large-scale design & 

prototyping projects for the United States 

Government and Armed Forces. 

 Simply put, Monster Makeup FX is Experienced, 

Efficient and Client-Focused. Whether you’re an 

indie filmmaker or the most advanced military force 

on the planet, Monster Makeup FX™ helps you 

focus your idea, then we build it. 

 

 In addition to providing 

our services for in-

studio and on-location 

films, TV shows, and 

media productions, 

Monster Makeup FX is 

familiar and 

comfortable providing 

practical special FX and 

special makeup effects 

services in a huge  

variety of on-location settings, scenarios, and 

locales including theatre, wilderness & survival 

filming, live events like Zombie Crawls, and 

government & law enforcement injury and 

casualty simulation training exercises. 

 

 

 creates award-winning practical 

special FX & special makeup effects for films, TV shows, theatre, military & law 

enforcement training & projects, and media productions of all sizes. 

Whether you’re an indie filmmaker or the most advanced military force on the planet, 

 helps you focus your idea, then we build it. 


